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The banking system could be mapped by the network model to generate the

structural properties of evolution dynamics. In this study, we empirically

investigate the evolution properties of the China bank network from 2008 to

2019 where the banks and lending relationships are set as the nodes and

links. By introducing the middle layer into the core–periphery (CP) model,

we present the core–middle–periphery (CMP) model where the nodes

belonging to the core layer are fully connected and the ones belonging

to the middle layer connect the core and periphery layer. Compared with the

traditional CP model, the reconstruction error of the CMP model is

decreased by 64% compared with the one obtained by the CP model,

and the transition stability probability is enhanced greatly. This work is

helpful for deeply understanding the evolution properties of the banking

system.
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Introduction

The network structure plays a critical role in network resilience and risk

transmission (Allen and Gale [1], Cassar et al. [2], Battiston et al. [3], Hu et al.

[4]). The interbank market is the first step in the transmission of monetary policy to the

rest of the financial system and the real economy, which could be mapped by the

banking network where the banks and their interconnectedness are set as the nodes and

links. The bilateral relationships between banks (Fang et al. [5]) play an important role

in the China banking system. The interconnectedness of banks in the real world does

not necessarily correlate with the size of their assets (Martinez et al. [6]), and the lending

relationship that constitutes the banking network is crucial to liquidity management

and risk contagion in the interbank market (Angelini [7]; Furfine [8]; Iori et al. [9]). A

dense and complex network of bank liability can easily transmit risk to the whole

market, giving rise to systemic risk.

The US federal funds (Bech and Atalay [10]) and the Austrian interbank lending

networks (Boss et al. [11]) have the small-world properties. Empirical studies find that
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the interbank market networks in the United States (Soramaki

[12]), Japan (Inaoka et al. [13]), Austria (Boss et al. [14]),

Brazil (Edson et al. [15]), and Mexico (Martinez et al. [6])

approximately obey the power–law degree distributions.

Borgatti et al. [16] proposed the core–periphery (CP) model

to regenerate the empirical interbank system with a dense

cohesive core and a sparse periphery (as shown in the diagonal

blocks 1 and 0 in Figure 1D). Furthermore, Craig et al. [17]

investigated the connection pattern of the nodes in core and

periphery layers (as indicated in the row-regular and column-

regular off-diagonal blocks in Figure 1D) and empirically

found that the German interbank market network showed a

core–periphery structure. For the UK interbank credit

exposure network, Langfield et al. [18] empirically found

the core-periphery structure, which is also observed in the

Italian overnight interbank lending network [19]. Brassil and

Nodari [20] presented a density-based CP model to analyze

the Australian interbank overnight lending network, which is

consistent with the empirical data more closely than the

traditional CP model. Yang et al. [21] investigated risk

contagion in the China banking system by using the

core–periphery structure. By adjusting the density of the

core network, Xing et al. [22] presented an improved CP

network model to regenerate the lending network in terms

of the balance sheet, which could generate a lending network

with a more closely connected core subnetwork.

All the aforementioned studies suppose that the two-layer

core-periphery analytical framework captures the evolution

mechanism of the banking system. Apart from the above

studies, there are relatively few studies on the true

stratification structure of the China banking system. One

reason is the limitation of available underlying microdata.

The other reason is the neglect of the real-world complex

lending relationships between banks in liquidity distribution,

which may contribute to the inaccuracy of depicting the

banking network as a typical core-periphery structure.

Actually, a special tiering structure existed in China’s

financial system and the banking system in China could be

naturally divided into at least three layers from the market

function perspective and regulatory perspective. The core

banks generally are flush with liquidity, whereas the

periphery banks tackling with long-term funding gap lack

a stable relationship with the core banks. The banks in the

middle layer help to finance the periphery banks and improve

the liquidity redistribution between the core and the

periphery in the network. Inspired by the above ideas, we

FIGURE 1
Ilustration of the core–periphery and core–middle–periphery models. (A) shows the schematic diagram of the idealized core-periphery
structure. (D) shows the adjacencymatrix corresponding to (A). (B) gives the schematic diagram of the idealized core–middle–periphery model with
three core nodes, three middle, and three periphery nodes. (E) shows the adjacency matrix corresponding to (B). (C) shows a possible result of
modelling the market structure in (B) by the core–periphery model without the middle layer. (F) shows the adjacency matrix corresponding to
(C) with red “1”s indicating the errors in the periphery layer.
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propose a three-layer network model, namely the core-

middle-periphery (CMP) model, to analyze the Chinese

banking system.

In this study, we empirically investigate the liability

network between banks in China spanning 2008–2019, and

the statistical results show that the average path length of the

network lies in the interval of [2, 3], suggesting that most of

the nodes are more than two steps away from each other, so

the two-tier core-periphery structure may not be sufficient to

portray the complex market hierarchy. The neighbor

connectivity and degree distribution also indicate existence

of a large number of medium-degree nodes between large-

degree nodes and small-degree nodes in the network. In the

CMP model, the nodes belonging to the core layer are

connected tightly with each other, and the nodes in the

middle layer bridge the funding gap between the nodes in

the core and periphery layers. We do not put strict internal

structural constrain on the banks in the middle layer and

encourage more lending activities from the middle to the

periphery.

According to the definition of the CMP model, we

present an algorithm to separate China bank nodes into

three layers correspondingly. The empirical results show

that the CMP model captures the crucial characteristic of

the China banking structure. Moreover, compared with the

traditional CP model, the CMP model detects a narrower

subset of core bank nodes, which is conducive to detecting

core bank groups in the China banking system more

accurately.

Figure 1A shows the schematic diagram of the idealized

core-periphery structure proposed by Craig et al. [17].

Figure 1D shows the adjacency matrix AC−P corresponding

to Figure 1A. The arrow of a link indicates the direction of

credit exposure, and we set the presence or absence of a link by

1 or 0. Node V1, V2, and V3 belong to the core subset C, which

could connect with each other. Node V4, V5, and V6 belong to

the periphery subset P. They do not lend to each other, so the

periphery block of AC−P is a square matrix of 0. The periphery

nodes only trade with the core nodes, and each core node

borrows from and lends to at least one periphery node.

Accordingly, to simplify the algorithm procedure, Craig

et al. [17] set the off-diagonal blocks of idealized AC−P as

“row regular” with at least one link in every row and “column

regular” with at least one in every column, as indicated in

Figure 1D.

Figure 1B gives the schematic diagram of the idealized

CMP model with three core nodes, three middle, and three

periphery nodes. Figure 1E shows the adjacency matrix

AC−M−P corresponding to Figure 1B, where node V1, V2,

and V3 belong to the core layer subset C, which connect with

each other, so the core block of AC−M−P is a square matrix

(ignoring the zero diagonal as we exclude self-loops, which

indicates that banks could not lend to themselves). Node V4,

V5, and V6 belong to the middle layer subset M, and the links

between middle nodes are unconstrained; In other words,

they may either lend to or not lend to each other. Node V7,

V8, and V9 belong to the periphery subset P, which only have

connections with nodes in the middle layer and have no

connections among themselves. Therefore, the periphery

block of AC−M−P is a square matrix of 0. The remaining

blocks depict the links between the core, middle and

periphery nodes. Each core node borrows from and lends

to at least one node in the middle or periphery layers, whereas

each node in the middle layer borrows from and lends to at

least one node in the periphery layer; Accordingly the related

blocks are “row regular” or “column regular”, as indicated in

Figure 1E. Moreover, it is much more preferable if nodes in

the middle subset lend out to more nodes in the periphery

subset, which may facilitate the financing of the periphery

layer.

Figure 1C,F show that compared with modeling by the

idealized CMP model, if we model the China banking

network by the CP model without the middle layer, node

V1, V2, and V3 will still belong to the core bank subset C,

whereas node V4, V5, V6, V7, V8, and V9 are all classified into

the periphery subset P. In this study, we argue that the CP

model is insufficient to portray the complex tiering structure

with more than two layers. It should be noted that although in

this example errors only arise from the periphery, there are

cases that errors arise from both the core and periphery

layers.

Statistical properties of empirical data

Network definition

Based on bilateral liability data between China banks, the

China banking network is given as following: Greal(V, E)

consists of |V| = N nodes and |E| = M unweighted-directed

edges, where V = {v1, v2, . . ., vN} denotes the set of bank nodes

and E = {eij|i, j ∈ N} illustrates the lending relationships

between banks. The topology of the China banking network

can also be represented by the adjacency matrix

Areal � {aij}N×N, where aij = 1 means a link going from

node vi to node vj (i.e., bank vi lends to bank vj); otherwise,

aij = 0.

Data description

In this study, we collect bilateral liability data between

China banks from 1 January 2008 to 31 December 2019 to

construct a bank network. In this study, we construct the

lending network for each year, and finally give an ensemble

network.
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Empirical results

In this study, we start by providing a set of network metrics

(for definition and calculation of metrics refer to Barabasi [23])

for the China banking system in order to analyze its statistical

regularities and topological properties, which may affect the

resilience and risk contagion of the network.

The results of the metrics (Table 1) show that the average

clustering coefficient (ACC) of the network is significantly

higher than that of a random network of the same dimension,

and the average path length (APL) is significantly lower than

lnN while close to lnlnN, suggesting that the network may

have thick-tailed characteristics and follow small-world

properties (Barabasi [23], Manoj et al. [24]), indicating

that the bank nodes are able to lend to each other through

a small number of steps. The average neighborhood degree

〈k〉 expands rapidly as the market developed over years.

However, the APL, distance (D), and density (S) stay

small, suggesting that the network does not become

sparser when it becomes larger.

From a regulatory perspective, there exists a special

tiering structure in China’s financial system. The large-size

banks generally are flush with liquidity, whereas small and

medium-size banks tackling with long-term funding gaps.

However, owing to its high credit risk, asymmetric market

information, and disparity of lending volume between large

and small-size banks, a portion of small and medium-size

banks lack stable lending relationships with large-size banks.

Therefore, the banking system in China is naturally divided

into three layers: the first layer is consist of the central bank’s

open market operation primary dealers and money market

makers, which form the core of the banking system; the

second layer is consist of qualified financial institutions

with sound internal control, which are the main

participants of the banking system; the third layer is the

small and medium-sized financial institutions that rely on

funding relationships with the first two tiers of financial

institutions. Therefore, we present the CMP model to

regenerate the China banking system with three layers.

Further statistical results show that nodes with large-

degree have smaller clustering coefficients and larger

betweenness, which indicates that as the intermediary

property of large-degree nodes strengthens, the probability

of lending among their “neighbors” decreases and thus the

“cluster community” is reduced. The APL of the network lies

in the interval of (2, 3), indicating that most of the nodes are

more than two steps away from each other, suggesting that

the two-layer core-periphery structure may not be sufficient

to regenerate the hierarchal structure. From the statistical

results of the China banking network, the small-degree nodes

or node with fewer neighbors tend to connect with nodes with

a similar degree, which lead to positive assortativity. On the

other hand, when the node degree is large, they tend to trade

with small-degree nodes, leading to negative assortativity.

Such a phenomenon suggests that bank nodes may contain

three subsets with different properties. The degree

distribution also shows that, although the network

degree distribution has a fat-tailed feature with more

small-degree nodes and fewer large-degree nodes, a large

number of medium-degree nodes exist in the network,

which implies a more complex market hierarchy (Brassil

and Nodari [20]).

Inspired by the aforementioned analysis, this study constructs

the CMP model containing three subsets of bank nodes and

proposes an algorithm to divide the bank nodes into the

corresponding three layers. The total error function and the

transition probability matrix show that the CMP model and the

algorithm could capture the evolution mechanism more

accurately.

Model

Traditional idealized core–periphery
model

The idealized CP model [17] sets the bank liability

relationships as directed networks and defines the ideal CP

network GC−P(V,E) consisting of two subsets of nodes,

namely, the core bank layer C � {c1, c2, . . . , cNc} and the

periphery bank layer P � {p1, p2, . . . , pNp}, where

cNc ∈ {2, 3 . . . , N − 1}, N = Nc + Np. The idealized CP model’s

adjacency matrix is AC-P � {aij}N×N, in which aij = 1 denotes

node vi lending to vj, whereas aij = 0 indicates no lending

relationship between node vi and vj.

For any given Nc, an idealized CP model (see Figure 1A,D) is

constructed as follows: Step 1, a number of banks(Nc) in the core

layer lend to and borrow from each other; Step 2, the remaining

(N − Nc) periphery banks do not lend to or borrow from each

other; Step 3, each core bank lends to at least one periphery bank

node; Step 4, each core bank borrows from at least one periphery

bank node.

The adjacency matrix AC−P of idealized CP structure can be

represented as four blocks, namely, ACC, APC, ACP, and APP (Eq. 1).

The core submatrix ACC is an Nc*Nc matrix of ones with zero

diagonals, representing the existence of directed links between all core

nodes. Periphery banks do not transact with each other, so the

submatrix APP is an (N − Nc)*(N − Nc) matrix of zeros. Since the

most restricted form of the off-diagonal matrix is a 1-block, which is

the upper limit of relationships between core and periphery and too

rare to be found in the real-world network, Craig et al. [17] set the

threshold of detecting the core-periphery relationship by adopting

the off-diagonal blocks in the idealized core–periphery model as row

regular and column regular. To bemore specific,ACP (core lending to

periphery) block is a row regular (RR) submatrix, suggesting that it

contains at least one link in every row. Similarly, since each core bank
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borrows from at least one periphery bank, the APC submatrix is a

column regular (CR) matrix with at least one in every column.

Figure 1D is an example of the adjacency matrix of the CP model

with N = 6 and Nc = 3.

AC−P � ACC ACP

APC APP
( ) � 1 RR

CR 0
( ). (1)

The AC−P is the benchmark for evaluating whether there

is a core–periphery structure in the adjacency matrix Areal of

the observed network Greal(V, E). As the real-world networks

are unlikely to match the ideal theoretical CP structure

exactly, the objective of the empirical analysis is to apply

an algorithm to find the optimal set of C in Areal, which

achieves the best structural match between Areal and AC−P

which both contain Nc core nodes. To be more specific, for

any given assignment of banks into C and P subset, the

structural inconsistencies between Areal and its nearest

tiering model AC−P could be measured by an error

function. The error describes differences in each block

between an ideal model and the real-world network. The

total error is the result of summing up and standardized

errors in all the blocks between an ideal model and the real-

world network. The error function is the equation used to

obtain the total error.

In order to measure the difference between the empirical

network structure Areal and the idealized traditional CP

model AC−P, firstly we define the difference E comprising

of four elements, in which the sum of all missing links

(outside the diagonal) in the core layer is defined as ECC,

the cumulative value of all observed links among the

periphery layer is defined as EPP, and off-diagonal errors

are calculated by ECP and EPC, respectively. To be more

specific, for the off-diagonal blocks, a zero row in ACP

indicates that a core bank does not lend to any of the (N −

Nc) banks in the periphery layer, which is not consistent with

the defined feature of core banks, resulting in an error of (N −

Nc)*1 in this row, and errors in each row add up to ECP.

Similarly, a zero column in APC shows that this core bank

does not borrow from any periphery, resulting in an error of

(N − Nc)*1 in this column, and errors in each column are

summed up to EPC.

The aggregated errors in each of these blocks are thus given

by the following sums:

E � Nc × Nc − 1( ) −∑
i∈C

∑
j∈C

aij N −Nc( )∑
i∈C

max 0, 1 −∑
j∈P

aij{ }
N −Nc( )∑

j∈C
max 0, 1 −∑

i∈P
aij{ } ∑

i∈P
∑

j∈P
aij

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠.

(2)

The aggregated error measures the difference between Areal

and AC−P by adding up the ECC, EPP, ECP, and EPC. As subset C is

an internally tightly connected small community, that is, a subset

of intermediary bank subset I in which each node has at least one

outgoing link and one incoming link. The total error ηC−P of the

model is obtained by aggregating and standardizing errors in the

following way:

ηC−P � ECC + EPP + ECP + EPC∑i∑jaij
� ECC + EPP∑i∑jaij

. (3)

Take Figure 2 as an example, the missing link betweenV1 and

V2 is an error among core banks(ECC); the existing link between

V4 and V6 is an error among periphery banks(EPP); and the

missing links from V3 to V4, V5, and V6 generate an error(ECP) in

the off-diagonal blocks. The difference between idealized model

and real-world network in Figure 2 is calculated as total error

which equals to 5 (ηC−P = ECC + ECP + EPP = 1 + (N − Nc)*1 + 1 =

1 + 3*1 + 1 = 5).

We could develop algorithms to minimize the ηC−P in

order to find the optimal division solution. The optimal

solution R* is the result with the optimal set of cores which

generates the smallest distance to the idealized CP model

of the same dimension. Γ is the set of all possible solution

set R:

Rp � arg minηC−P R( ) � R ∈ Γ|η R( )≤ η r( ),∀r ∈ Γ{ }. (4)

Idealized core–middle–periphery model

By introducing the middle layer, this study develops the CMP

model. The idealized CMP network GC−M−P(V,E) consists of core

layer subset C � {c1, c2, . . . , cNc}, middle layer subset

M � {m1,m2, . . . ,mNm}, and periphery layer subset

P � {p1, p2, . . . , pNp}, with Nc, Nm, and Np as number of nodes

in C, M and P respectively. The middle banks, which do not have

internal transaction constraints and may lend to or not lend to each

other freely, are supposed to improve connections between layer C

and P, assuming the role of expanding the financing sources of banks

in the periphery layer P.

To be more specific, for any given Nc and Nm, an idealized

CMP structure GC−M−P(V,E) is defined as:

(a) All the Nc core banks lend with each other, and all the

(N − Nc − Nm) periphery banks do not lend with each

other;

(b) Each bank in the core layer lends to (some) non-core banks,

and each bank in the core layer borrows from (some) non-

core banks;

(c) Each bank in the middle layer lends to (some) periphery

banks, and each bank in the middle layer borrows from

(some) periphery banks;

(d) Each bank in the middle layer lends to as many banks in the

periphery layer as possible.
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According to feature (a)–(c), we define the intermediary

bank subset I = {i1, i2, . . ., iz}, in which banks acting both as

lenders and borrowers. Intermediary nodes cannot be

classified into the subset C if they do not lend to and

borrow from non-core nodes. Meanwhile, intermediary

nodes that are not classified in the core subset also cannot

be classified into the subset M if they do not lend to and

borrow from periphery nodes.

1) CMP adjacency matrix AC−M−P. The adjacency matrix of

idealized CMP model is

AC−M−P �
ACC ACM ACP

AMC AMM AMP

APC APM APP

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠ �
1 ACM ACP

AMC AMM AMP

APC APM 0

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠. (5)

In the idealized CMP adjacency matrix AC−M−P, the core

bank block ACC is a 1-block and the periphery bank block APP is

a 0-block, which are exactly the same as those of the CP adjacency

matrix AC−P.

For the off-diagonal blocks, we also introduce the “row-regular”

and “column-regular” patterns. There is at least one inward link and

one outward link between each core bank and the non-core banks,

presenting as at least one non-zero element in each row of the

Nc*(N − Nc) matrix of sub-blocks containing ACM and ACP.

Similarly, there is at least one inward link and one outward link

between each middle bank and the periphery bank layer, that is at

least one non-zero element exists in each column of the (N −Nc)*Nc

matrix of blocks containing AMC and APC. Accordingly, the

submatrix AMP is row regular and APM is column regular.

According to the role of the middle bank nodes, there is no

internal constraint on the AMM. The example in Figure 1E

shows one idealized CMP adjacency matrix with N = 9, Nc = 3,

and Nm = 3. It should be noted that in GC−M−P(V,E), for any given

Nc and Nm, we can depict a series of idealized CMP models with

different AC−M−P, featuring various patterns of off-diagonal blocks

which all satisfy the “row regular” and “column regular” pattern.

2) Error function. In order to find the three layers, say C, M

and P, from the empirical China banking network, it is

natural to minimize the total error between Areal and

AC−M−P of the same dimension as the optimization

function.

Moreover, we treat the AMP differently based on the fact

that middle banks’ lending to periphery banks helps to

compensate for the missing links between the core and

periphery banks, which help to close the funding gap of

periphery banks as well as improve redistribution of

liquidity in the banking system. As more lending

relationships from middle to periphery is desirable but not

compulsory in the model, it is not feasible to design the

FIGURE 2
(Color online) Example of calculating error score between idealized CP model AC−P (A,D) and real-word network Areal (G,H).
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idealized block AMP as a 1-block, which means that missing

links from middle to periphery would be punishment items

and contribute to a higher total error. In addition, it is much

more complicated to design a variable AMP in the idealized

model with more than one lending relationship from middle

to periphery. To solve this problem, we calculate the number

of links indicating M’s lending to P as the reward term to

emphasize the role of the middle layer in terms of providing

liquidity to the periphery layer and to simplify the searching

procedure. The more lending links, the smaller the total

error is.

Compared with the idealized CMP model, we develop an

algorithm to minimize the total error function. Since it is

complicated to obtain the optimized C, M and P subsets

simultaneously, we design a two-step algorithm to simplify the

searching procedure.

Step1: Select the intermediary set I = {i1, i2, . . ., iz} from all

bank set of the Greal network, where Z ∈ {1, 2, . . ., N};

Step2: Filter out the core set C by using the following method.

Given a determined core size Nc, where Nc ∈ {1, 2, . . ., Z},

searching for the optimal core set C in I using simulated

annealing by minimizing the total error. Then the remaining

banks are set into the bank set T={t1,t2,. . .,tN−Nc};

Step3: Filter out the middle set M by using the following

method. After fixing each core set result C in Step 2, filter out

the middle bank set M from subset T. To be specific, after

choosing each middle size Nm, where Nm ∈ {1, 2, . . ., Z − Nc},

we search for the optimal middle set M ∈ {I\C} to minimize

the total error and group the remaining banks into P.

Step4: Based on the total error calculated by the C, M, and P

allocation in Step 3, find another candidate core sizeNc ∈ {1, 2,
. . ., Z} and repeat Step 2 to search for the optimal core set C.

Then repeat Step 3 to search for the optimal middle set M.

Stop the iteration when the difference of total error for

timestep t − 1 and t is smaller than the threshold and

output the final set of C, M and P.

The total error function ηC−M−P is defined as the

standardized difference between idealized CMP model AC−M−P

and real-world network Areal. According to the two main steps of

the algorithm, the total error is divided into two parts, namely, E1
and E2 which are defined as follows.

E1 �
Nc × Nc − 1( ) −∑

i∈C
∑

j∈C
aij N −Nc( )∑

i∈C
max 0, 1 −∑

j∈T
aij{ }

N −Nc( )∑
j∈C

max 0, 1 −∑
i∈T

aij{ } ∑
i∈T

∑
j∈T

aij

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠,

(6)

E2 �
0 p∑

i∈M
max 0, 1 −∑

j∈P
aij{ }

p∑
j∈M

max 0, 1 −∑
i∈P

aij{ } ∑
i∈P

∑
j∈P

aij

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠. (7)

For each determined core size Nc and corresponding

potential sets of C in Step 2, we continue to select

potential node set M in Step 3. After selecting each

potential node set M, we are able to calculate the

corresponding EMM, EMP, EPM, and EPP, where EPP is

defined as the number of connected links between

periphery banks, EMP denotes the number of missed

relationships in terms of middle banks subset lending to

periphery banks, and EPM measures the number of missed

relationships in terms of middle banks subset borrowing

from periphery banks. The middle bank block error EMM is

zero as there is no constrain for node-set M. In order to

enhance the importance of M in the error calculation

process, we add a reward term EMP′ (Eq. 8) into the error

function as follows.

EMP′ � −∑
i∈M

∑
j∈P

aij. (8)

Then the total error function ηC−M−P is given as follows.

ηC−M−P � ECC + ECT + ETC + ETT + EMP + EPM + EPP + EMP′∑i∑jaij
.

(9)
The optimal bank layer classification result R* can be

obtained by minimizing the total error function as follows

Rp � arg minηC−M−P R( )
� R ∈ Γ|ηC−M−P R( )≤ ηC−M−P r( ),∀r ∈ Γ{ }. (10)

The algorithm pseudo-code is given as follows

(Algorithms 1-3). θstage represents the threshold of

number of intermediary nodes in each step.

Algorithm 1. The heuristic process to get an optimized CMP

combination.
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Algorithm 2. The simulated annealing optimizer to get a candidate

core with fixed core size.

Algorithm 3. Calculation of total error function.

Results

In addition to the total error, this study uses a transitionmatrix to

track the evolution properties of the nodes in different layers. For the

bank set sequence X = {X1, X2, . . ., Xt}, where Xt denotes the set of

states of each bank at moment t, and its corresponding state space S =

{c, m, p, Exit, New} denotes the node status of the core bank, middle

bank, periphery bank, exit bank, and new bank, respectively. We

defined the transition matrix H(Xt = s|Xt−1 = s′) = Q(s)/Q(s′) as
probability of banks moving from state s′ at moment t − 1 to state s at

moment t, and Q(s) denotes the number of nodes with state s. The

transition matrixes of the CP model and the CMP model are as

follows:

HC−P s|s′( ) � H c|c′( ) H p|c′( ) H Exit|c′( )
H c|p′( ) H p|p′( ) H Exit|p′( )

H c|New′( ) H p|New′( ) H Exit|New′( )
⎛⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎠,

(11)

where ∑s(s|c′) = ∑s(s|p′) = ∑s(s|New′) = 1.

HC−M−P s|s′( ) �
H c|c′( ) H m|c′( ) H p|c′( ) H Exit|c′( )
H c|m′( ) H m|m′( ) H p|m′( ) H Exit|m′( )
H c|p′( ) H m|p′( ) H p|p′( ) H Exit|p′( )

H c|New′( ) H m|New′( ) H p|New′( ) H Exit|New′( )
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠,

(12)

where ∑s(s|c′) = ∑s(s|m′) = ∑s(s|p′) = ∑s(s|New′) = 1.

We defined diagonal elementsH(c|c′),H(m|m′), andH(p|p′) in
the transition matrix as stability probability Wc, Wm, and Wp,

respectively, measuring the probability of nodes remaining

unchanged in the core, middle and periphery layers, respectively,

for different timesteps. �Wc, �Wm, and �Wp are defined as the average

stability probability of the core, middle and periphery subsets for the

entire 12 years. Other elements in the transition matrix are deemed

as transition probability, reflecting the probability of nodes moving

to other layers. Low stability probability combined with high

transition probability indicates that the bank nodes play different

roles in different timesteps, which is not consistent with the China

scenario. In reality, for most of the banks, the role that each bank

plays is relatively stable in the banking system.

In China banking network, the average stability transition

probability shows the following results:

�HC−M−P s|s′( ) �
0.78 0.15 0.07 0.00
0.02 0.76 0.18 0.04
0.02 0.33 0.60 0.05
0.00 0.64 0.36 0.00

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, (13)

�HC−P s|s′( ) � 0.50 0.49 0.01
0.31 0.64 0.05
0.15 0.85 0.00

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠. (14)

Figure 3A shows the empirical error function results of the

China banking system. The average total error function of the

CMP model is 7%, much smaller than the 20% which is obtained

by the CP model. Furthermore, one may find that the total errors

of the CMP model range from 3% to 11%, whereas those of the

CP model range from 15% to 31%.

Second, in terms of the number of banks in different

layers, the ratios of the core, middle and periphery banks

under the CMP model remain stable between 2008 and 2019.

Along with the gradual increase of the number of total nodes

due to the market development, the numbers of the core,

middle, and periphery banks also increase accordingly.

Meanwhile, the annual average ratio of core, middle, and

periphery banks stays stable (Figure 3B). Specifically, the

ratio of core banks stays within the narrow interval of (4%,

9%), suggesting a small and tight core subset over the sample

period. In comparison, under the CP model the ratio of core

banks fluctuates from 30% to 44% and the ratio of periphery

banks fluctuates from 57% to 69% over the sample period,

reflecting broader and unstable subsets.

Third, according to the evolution properties of the transition

probability, we find that the tiering structure in the CMP model

(Figure 3C) is more stable than that of the CP model. Specifically,

the composition of the core bank subset remains remarkably
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stable. Under the CMP model, the annual averages of stability

probability �Wc, �Wm and �Wp are 78%, 76% and 60%, respectively,

indicating a relatively high probability of the core, middle, and

periphery banks remaining in the same layer. Specifically, Wc

falls within the range of (69%, 88%), which indicates that the

categorizing of core banks is relatively stable. In reality, the role of

FIGURE 3
(A) Total errors η, (B) ratio of different layers, (C) stability probability W and (D) transition probability H obtained from the China bankinig network
by the CMP model and the CP model.

TABLE 1 Network metrics for the China banking system.

Year APL D ACC 〈k〉 S

2008 2.55 6 0.20 44 0.06

2009 2.90 9 0.19 35 0.04

2010 2.38 7 0.23 58 0.06

2011 2.29 6 0.25 80 0.07

2012 2.32 7 0.24 82 0.07

2013 2.21 5 0.27 111 0.08

2014 2.18 6 0.26 126 0.09

2015 2.32 6 0.22 117 0.07

2016 2.24 6 0.22 153 0.07

2017 2.20 5 0.23 180 0.07

2018 2.31 6 0.20 160 0.06

2019 2.36 7 0.19 157 0.05

Average 2.35 6 0.23 109 0.07
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banks in the core layer is very stable, which rarely changes

compared with non-core banks. Therefore, compared with the

CP model, the CMP model could capture the evolution

properties more accurately.

Fourth, as can be seen in Figure 3D, for the CMP model, the

average probabilities of a middle and a periphery bank becoming

a core bank are as low as 2%. A core bank does not exit the

market, and it is difficult for a new entrant to become a core bank

in the following year. All these experimental results are

reasonable in terms of explaining the real-world banking

system structure. In comparison, according to the empirical

result of the CP model, a core bank has a 1% probability of

exiting the market, whereas a new entrant and a periphery bank

have a 15% and 31% probability of becoming a core bank

respectively, which is extremely high comparing with the

CMP model. Moreover, a core bank obtained by the CP

model has a 49% probability of becoming a periphery bank in

the next year which is inconsistent with the fact that the banks in

the core layer play an important role in the banking system and

have stable characteristics.

Generally speaking, the China banking system exhibits an

evident and stable three-layer structure, which is consistent with

the proposed CMP model.

Conclusion and discussions

In this study, we present the CMP model to analyze the

evolution properties of the China banking network, in which

banks are nodes and the existence of lending relationships are

directed links. We find that this network shows characteristics

commonly found in other empirical networks, such as the small-

world phenomenon and fat-tailed degree distribution. However, as

China banking system possesses a special three-layer structure, we

extend the CPmodel into the CMPmodel by addingmiddle nodes

to improve the connection between large-degree nodes and small-

degree nodes, so as to better describe the real-world network

structure.

The total error function and the stable transition probability

show that China banking network is prone to approximate a

CMP structure with smaller total error scores, tighter core subset,

and stronger structural stability over time rather than a CP

structure.

During the sample period, the average total error of

optimal CMP structure fitting on the annual China banking

network comes to less than 10% of network links, decreasing

by 64% from the 20% average total error under the CP model,

indicating that the CMP model explains the real network

better.

For the CMP model, the ratios of the core, middle, and

periphery banks under the CMPmodel remain stable between

2008 and 2019, featuring a tight core set and a large middle

set. In comparison, the sizes of core and periphery banks

subets under the CP model are volatile, suggesting that a

portion of middle modes are likely to be classified into core

banks.

Furthermore, an in-depth analysis of banks in each layer

shows that the average stability probability of the core bank

subset( �Wc) increases from 50%(under the CP model) to 78% by

adopting the CMP model, contributing to a more accurate

categorizing of core node subset with higher intertemporal

stability. The average stability probability( �Wm) of the middle

bank layer in the CMP model also features a high level of 76%,

whereas that of the periphery bank set is 60% ( �Wp).
In terms of the transition probabilities, a core bank does

not exit the market, and it is of quite a low probability for a

middle bank, a periphery bank, or a new entrant to become a

core bank in the following year under the CMP model, which

is consistent with the intuitive understanding of real-world

banking system scenario. In contrast, in the CP model, a core

bank may exit the market although the probability of this

scenario is as low as 1%. Meanwhile, a new entrant and a

periphery bank have a 15% and 31% probability of becoming a

core bank, respectively.

To sum up, compared with the CP model, the CMP model

could regenerate the stable core, middle and periphery structure

for China banking network.

In future work, the following issues will be examined. This

study lacks a solid theoretical foundation of a three-tier structure

which aims to answer the following question: Is a three-tier

structure superior to a multi-layer structure in arguing for a

Chinese banking network? Whether no internal constraint of

middle nodes is rationale and sufficient? What is the optimal size

of middle banks since a loose constraint on middle nodes and

tight constraint on periphery nodes may lead to a large portion of

nodes being dropped into the middle community so as to

minimize the total error? What is the exact theoretical

relationship between middle nodes, core, and periphery

nodes? How to measure the effectiveness of middle nodes’

intermediary role in liquidity distribution? Is there a better

way besides adding a reward item to encourage more

intermediary behavior of the middle nodes? We would go

deep into a theoretical discussion of these three-layer

structures in the future.

Moreover, as the size of the network increases, the

computation complexity would increase greatly, making it

difficult to obtain a global optimum. How to develop fast

optimization algorithm through theoretical analysis will be the

next research topic. Whether the two-step algorithm could be

improved and optimized is also an interesting question. From a

network evolution perspective, we present the annual transition

matrix to depict stability probability and transition probability. A

solid and stable multilayer network is a multiple dimension

problem as opposed to the transition of core and periphery
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nodes in a two-layer model, as more layers may generate complex

transition scenarios which are more complicated to analyze and

monitor. The role of the core, middle, and periphery may affect the

network resilience, and it is challenging to discuss the three-layer

network resilience on a time-varying basis.

In the future we plan to explore these aforementioned

problems further, laying a much solid foundation for the

observed three-tier structure.
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